Due to the direct contact between the stamp and polymer film during the nanoimprint lithography (NIL) process, the adhesion and friction are unavoidable. To investigate the effect of adhesion and friction on the pattern transfer, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of NIL is performed. As the simulation results, the adhesion and friction forces between the stamp and polymer film are calculated and the effects of the adhesion and friction on the pattern transfer are studied.
INTRODUCTION
The development of alternative fabrication technique which enables to make nanostructures with the high speed and low cost is one of the most important issues in the modern nanotechnology. Among the newly proposed techniques, one of the most promising techniques is nanoimprint lithography (NIL), which was first pioneered by Chou et al [1] . In NIL, a hard stamp with nanometer-sized patterns on its surface is compressed onto a thin polymer film and the patterns on the stamp are transferred to the polymer film. Because the pattern is fabricated through the physical contact between the stamp and polymer film, it is mostly required to understand the effect of surface force such as adhesion or friction on the pattern transfer.
In this study, molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of NIL in which a stamp with nanometer-sized patterns is pressed onto a polymer film is performed. Through MD simulation of NIL, the characteristics of pattern transfer are investigated by inspecting the simulation process. In the following, the adhesion and friction forces between the stamp and polymer film are calculated and their effect on the pattern transfer quality is investigated. The polymer film is divided into three zones to for the calculation of the adhesion and friction forces. With the comparison of these adhesion and friction forces, their effects on the pattern transfer quality are investigated. The simulation results will give insights to understand the characteristics of pattern transfer in NIL. Figure 1 shows the simulation model of NIL with 3.5 million atoms, which consists of a stamp, a polymer film, and a solid wall. The stamp is α−quartz (SiO 2 ) and assumed to be rigid. As shown in Fig.1 , the stamp has the pattern of rectangular cross-section line. The polymer film consists of poly(methyl-methacrylate)(PMMA) molecules in amorphous state. Each molecule has 100 repeating monomers and its molecular weight is 10,016. The solid wall is composed of Ni (111) atoms and assumed to be rigid. The periodic boundary conditions are prescribed on the four sides of the simulation domain, while fixed boundary condition is imposed on the solid wall on the ground that the PMMA has much lower Young's modulus than Ni. The quartz stamp is also assumed to be rigid for the same reason. In this simulation, the temperature of whole system is maintained by using Nosé-Hoover thermostat.
MODEL OF ANALYSIS
To describe the interacting forces among the PMMA molecules, force field proposed by Okada et al [2] is used, which includes bond, angle, torsion, inversion, van der Waals and coulomb terms to represent the potential energy of PMMA. Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential is employed to describe quartz-PMMA interaction and Ni-PMMA interaction [3] . Figure 2 shows the force-displacement (f-d) curve for the small test model with 79,044 atoms, which consist of quartz stamp, PMMA film and Ni solid wall. During the indentation, the indentation force increases continuously. After the indentation ends, the indentation force decreases very rapidly. This means that PMMA molecules are quickly deformed and relaxed to stable state. When the detachment begins, the adhesion force increases very sharply. The maximum adhesion force is about 7nN and maximum pressure is about 140 MPa, which is sufficient to break the PMMA film and separate the PMMA molecule from the PMMA film. This adhesion is supposed to deteriorate the quality of pattern transfer. Figure 3 shows the cross-sectional pictures of the simulation process. As the indentation is going on, PMMA film deforms according to the shape of stamp (Fig. 3(a), 3(b) ). Figure 3(c) shows the picture after the indentation process ends. The PMMA film does not go through sufficient deformation near the both sides of the stamp. It seems that the friction between the stamp and PMMA film prevents the PMMA molecules from flowing. Figure 3(d) and Fig. 3(e) show the separating process. A lot of PMMA particles stick to the bottom surface of the stamp and are drawn upwardly due to adhesion. As a result, the quality of pattern transfer is degraded. After the stamp is completely detached as shown in Fig. 3(f) , it is shown that that the pattern on the stamp is transferred, but its shape is not clear because of adhesion and friction. When the aspect ratio of stamp is high, the effect of adhesion and friction will be more significant.
RESULTS
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the present MD simulation study, the indentation and adhesion forces in NIL process are calculated. The simulation results show that the effects of adhesion and friction between the stamp and polymer film are very significant, especially in separation stage. The future work will include the simulation of 3.5 million atoms and various stamps with high aspect ratio. 
